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Abstract
The proton spin crisis remains an unsolved problem in physics. In this paper we find that due to
the confinement of partons inside the hadron the angular momentum sum rule in QCD is violated.
Hence we find that the non-vanishing angular momentum flux contribution of the partons in QCD
should be added to the spin and angular momentum of the partons to solve the proton spin crisis.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A proton in motion at the high energy colliders consists of quarks, antiquarks and gluons.
This is because the sea quark-antiquark pairs and gluons are produced from the QCD vacuum
via vacuum polarization at very high energy. In the parton model description of the proton
at high energy colliders it was predicted that the spin of the proton is the sum of the spin
of the partons inside the proton [1].
However, the experimental data suggested otherwise. In fact in the very early experi-
mental measurement by EMC in the late 1980’s [2] it was found that the sum of the spin of
quarks plus antiquarks is nearly nil. For the updates on world data on proton spin crisis,
see [3].
Recently the direct measurement of the spin dependent gluon distribution function inside
the proton is reported by the RHIC experiment [4]. In addition to the direct measurement
of the spin dependent gluon distribution function, the spin physics experiment at RHIC
also provides an opportunity to test spin transfer processes in pQCD [5]. To summarize the
overall experimental status, the world data on spin dependent parton distribution functions
predicts that about fifty percent [6] of the proton spin is carried by the spin of the partons
inside the proton.
Since about fifty percent of the proton spin is missing we have the proton spin crisis. In
order to resolve this crisis it is suggested that the orbital angular momentum of the partons
should be added to the spin angular momentum of the partons [1].
This, however, is not easy because of the issue of gauge invariance in QCD. In fact one
can not define gauge invariant spin or orbital angular momentum of the Yang-Mills field in
the Yang-Mills theory [7, 8]. The total angular momentum of the Yang-Mills field is gauge
invariant but the total angular momentum of the Yang-Mills field is not the sum of the
spin and orbital angular momentum of the Yang-Mills field due to non-vanishing boundary
surface term in the Yang-Mills theory [7, 8].
These issues of the gauge invariance suggests that the parton model prediction [1, 9]
should read as
1
2
=
∑
q
< Sˆq > +
∑
q
< Lˆq > +
∑
q¯
< Sˆq¯ > +
∑
q¯
< Lˆq¯ > +
∑
g
< Jˆg > + < Jˆflux >
6=
∑
q
< Sˆq > +
∑
q
<
ˆ˜
Lq > +
∑
q¯
< Sˆq¯ > +
∑
q¯
<
ˆ˜
Lq¯ > +
∑
g
<
ˆ˜
Sg > +
∑
g
<
ˆ˜
Lg > (1)
1
where 1
2
in the left hand side is the spin of the proton and ˆ˜Sg,
ˆ˜
Lg are the gauge non-invariant
spin, orbital angular momentum operators of gluon, Jˆg is the gauge invariant total angular
momentum operator of gluon, ˆ˜Lq(q¯) is the gauge non-invariant orbital angular momentum
operator of quark (antiquark) and Sˆq(q¯), Lˆq(q¯) are the gauge invariant spin, orbital angular
momentum operators of quark (antiquark) [7, 8]. In eq. (1)
< Oˆ >=< p, sz|Oˆ|p, s > (2)
where Oˆ is the longitudinal component of the vector operator ~ˆO and |p, s > is the longitu-
dinally polarized proton (physical) state with momentum p and spin s. In eq. (1) the
∑
q,q¯,g
includes all the quarks, antiquarks, gluons inside the proton.
In this paper we show that eq. (1) is also not true due to confinement, i. e.,
1
2
6=
∑
q
< Sˆq > +
∑
q
< Lˆq > +
∑
q¯
< Sˆq¯ > +
∑
q¯
< Lˆq¯ > +
∑
g
< Jˆg >
6=
∑
q
< Sˆq > +
∑
q
<
ˆ˜
Lq > +
∑
q¯
< Sˆq¯ > +
∑
q¯
<
ˆ˜
Lq¯ > +
∑
g
<
ˆ˜
Sg > +
∑
g
<
ˆ˜
Lg > . (3)
In this paper we find that
1
2
=
∑
q
< Sˆq > +
∑
q
< Lˆq > +
∑
q¯
< Sˆq¯ > +
∑
q¯
< Lˆq¯ > +
∑
g
< Jˆg > + < Jˆflux > (4)
where Jˆflux is the gauge invariant angular momentum flux operator of all the partons inside
the proton in QCD which is non-vanishing due to the confinement of partons inside the
proton. The definition of the gauge invariant angular momentum flux Jflux in the Yang-
Mills theory is given in eq. (13). The eq. (3) follows from eq. (4).
Note that the concept of the angular momentum flux in physics is not new, see for example
[10], for a study of the non-vanishing angular momentum flux of the light.
Hence in this paper we find that due to the confinement of partons inside the hadron
there exists non-vanishing angular momentum flux in QCD. Therefore we predict that the
non-vanishing angular momentum flux contribution of the partons in QCD should be added
to the spin and angular momentum of the partons to solve the proton spin crisis.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we briefly discuss the vanishing angular
momentum flux in the Dirac-Maxwell theory. In section III we discuss the non-perturbative
QCD at infinity and the classical Yang-Mills theory. In section IV we show that due to the
confinement of partons there exists non-vanishing angular momentum flux in the Yang-Mills
2
theory. In section V we discuss the non-vanishing angular momentum flux contribution of
partons to the proton spin in QCD. In section VI we show that the absence of non-vanishing
boundary surface term in the study of the proton spin crisis in the literature is not justified.
In section VII we show that angular momentum flux at infinite distance is not same as the
anomalous glue contribution at Bjorken x = 0. Section VIII contains conclusions.
II. VANISHING ANGULAR MOMENTUM FLUX IN DIRAC-MAXWELL THE-
ORY
The conservation equation of the gauge invariant angular momentum obtained from the
first principle in the Dirac-Maxwell theory gives [7]
dJkEM
dt
+
dJke
dt
= −ǫknj
∫
d3x ∂l[x
n{Ej(x)El(x)
−δlj
~E2(x)− ~B2(x)
2
+
i
2
ψ¯(x)[γl(
−→
∂
j
+ ieAj(x))− γl(
←−
∂
j
− ieAj(x))]ψ(x)}
+
1
8
ψ¯(x){γl, σnj}ψ(x)] (5)
where Aµ(x) is the electromagnetic potential, ~E ( ~B) is the electric (magnetic) field, ψ(x) is
the Dirac field of the electron and Jke (J
k
EM) is the gauge invariant total angular momentum
of the electron (the electromagnetic field) given by
Jke =
∫
d3x [ǫkljxl × [
1
2
ψ†(x)[−i
−→
D
j
+ i
←−
D
j
]ψ(x)] + ψ†(x) Σk ψ(x)],
JkEM =
∫
d3r ǫkljxl [ ~E(x)× ~B(x)]j , Dk = ∂k + ieAk(x). (6)
Since the electromagnetic potential Aµ(t, r) produced by the electron falls off as
1
r
we find
after integrating over the infinite volume the vanishing boundary surface term
∫
d3x ∂l[x
n{Ej(x)El(x)− δlj
~E2(x)− ~B2(x)
2
+
i
2
ψ¯(x)[γl(
−→
∂
j
+ ieAj(x))− γl(
←−
∂
j
− ieAj(x))]ψ(x)} +
1
8
ψ¯(x){γl, σnj}ψ(x)] = 0. (7)
Using eq. (7) in (5) we find
d[ ~Je + ~JEM]
dt
= 0 (8)
which proves that the angular momentum of the electron plus the electromagnetic field is
conserved in the Dirac-Maxwell theory when infinite volume is considered.
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III. NON-PERTURBATIVE QCD AT INFINITY AND THE CLASSICAL YANG-
MILLS THEORY
The quantum electrodynamics (QED) and quantum chromodynamics (QCD) are two fun-
damental theories of the nature describing the physics of the electromagnetic force and the
strong force respectively. The QED is the quantum field theory of the classical electrodynam-
ics and QCD is the quantum field theory of the classical Yang-Mills theory. The perturbative
QED (pQED) and the perturbative QCD (pQCD) calculations are useful when the QED
coupling constant and the QCD coupling constant become small. The QED coupling con-
stant becomes small (large) at long (short) distance whereas the QCD coupling constant
becomes small (large) at short (long) distance. Hence the QED becomes non-perturbative
at short distance and the QCD becomes non-perturbative at long distance.
Note that while the pQED and pQCD calculations are known up to certain orders in the
coupling constant, but the non-perturbative QED and the non-perturbative calculations are
not well known. In particular the analytical study of the non-perturbative QCD becomes
difficult because the gluons are self interacting (a feature absent in QED) and the QCD
coupling constant is large at long distance. In order to know how the hadron is formed from
the quarks and/or antiquarks and gluons in QCD one needs to solve non-perturbative QCD.
Although the lattice QCD uses numerical method to study non-perturbative QCD but the
analytical study of the non-perturbative QCD is lacking.
Irrespective of this limitation in our understanding of the analytical study of the non-
perturbative QCD we can still predict if the boundary surface term at infinite distance in
QCD is zero or non-zero. This can be shown as follows.
First of all note that the 1
r
form of the Coulomb potential produced by the electron can
be found by solving the classical Maxwell equation. Similarly the 1
r
form of the Coulomb
potential can be found from the QED at long distance. At the short distance the QED
potential becomes different from the Coulomb potential due to the quantum loop effects
(vacuum polarization effects). However, at long distance the QED predicts the 1
r
form of
the Coulomb potential. Although one can calculate the quantum loop effects (vacuum polar-
ization effects) in QED at long distance but these quantum loop effects (vacuum polarization
effects) are zero at infinite distance where the boundary surface term occurs. Hence as far
as the boundary surface term at infinity is concerned the QED predicts the 1
r
Coulomb
4
potential which is the same potential predicted in the classical Maxwell theory.
Hence we find that if the boundary surface term at infinity is zero in the classical Maxwell
theory then the corresponding boundary surface term at infinity is also zero in QED. We
can use this analogy between the QED at infinite distance and the classical Maxwell theory
to the QCD at infinite distance and the classical Yang-Mills theory. This is because the
Yang-Mills theory was discovered by making analogy with the Maxwell theory by extending
the U(1) gauge group to the SU(3) gauge group [11].
For example, in analogy to the covariant derivative Dν = ∂ν − ieAν(x) in the U(1)
gauge theory (the Maxwell theory) the covariant derivative in the Yang-Mills theory is
taken to be Dν = ∂ν + igT
dAdν(x) by extending U(1) gauge group to SU(3) gauge group
[11]. Similarly in analogy to the form of the Maxwell field tensor Fνδ(x) which is obtained
from the commutation relation [Dν , Dδ] = −ieFνδ(x) in the U(1) gauge theory (the Maxwell
theory) the form of the Yang-Mills field tensor F dνδ(x) is taken from the commutation relation
[Dν , Dδ] = igT
dF dνδ(x) in the Yang-Mills theory theory by extending U(1) gauge group to
SU(3) gauge group [11]. Similarly in analogy to the form of the Maxwell field lagrangian
density −1
4
Fνδ(x)F
νδ(x) in the U(1) gauge theory (the Maxwell theory) the form of the
Yang-Mills field lagrangian density is taken to be −1
4
Fνδ(x)F
νδ(x) in the Yang-Mills theory
by extending U(1) gauge group to SU(3) gauge group [11]. Similarly in analogy to the
form of the Maxwell potential (electromagnetic potential) Aν(x) which is obtained from the
U(1) pure gauge potential Aνpure(x), the form of the Yang-Mills potential (color potential)
Adν(x) is obtained from the SU(3) pure gauge potential A
νd
pure(x) in the Yang-Mills theory by
extending U(1) gauge group to SU(3) gauge group [12, 13].
Hence we find that the Yang-Mills theory is obtained by making analogy with the Maxwell
theory by extending the U(1) gauge group to the SU(3) gauge group [11–13]. From the
earlier discussion in this section we saw that as far as the boundary surface term at infinity
is concerned the QED predicts the Coulomb potential which is the same potential that is
predicted by the classical Maxwell theory. This implies that if the boundary surface term
at infinity is zero in the classical Maxwell theory then the corresponding boundary surface
term at infinity is zero in QED. Similarly since the Yang-Mills theory is obtained by making
analogy with the Maxwell theory by extending the U(1) gauge group to the SU(3) gauge
group [11–13] we find that as far as the boundary surface term at infinity is concerned the
QCD predicts the same potential that is predicted by the classical Yang-Mills theory. This
5
implies that if the boundary surface term at infinity is non-zero in the classical Yang-Mills
theory then the corresponding boundary surface term at infinity is non-zero in QCD.
IV. CONFINEMENT AND NON-VANISHING ANGULAR MOMENTUM FLUX
IN YANG-MILLS THEORY
Since we have not experimentally observed isolated quarks and/or antiquarks we find
that the quarks and/or antiquarks are confined inside the hadron. QCD is the fundamental
theory of the nature describing the interaction between quarks and gluons. Hence one of the
central goal in the fundamental physics of the nature is to describe the formation of hadron
from quarks and/or antiquarks and gluons using QCD. Since QCD is the quantum field
theory of the classical Yang-Mills theory let us consider a system consisting of quarks and
antiquarks and the Yang-Mills potential (color potential) Adλ(x) in the classical Yang-Mills
theory before considering QCD.
For a system consisting of quarks and antiquarks and the Yang-Mills potential (color
potential) Adλ(x) we find from the gauge invariant Noether’s theorem in the classical Yang-
Mills theory [8]
dJkYM
dt
+
∑
q
dJkq
dt
+
∑
q¯
dJkq¯
dt
= −ǫkpj
∫
d3x ∂l[x
p[Ejd(x)Eld(x)− δlj
~Ed(x) · ~Ed(x)− ~Bd(x) · ~Bd(x)
2
]
+
∑
q
[xp
i
2
ψ¯n(x)[γ
l(δnn′
−→
∂
j
− igT dnn′A
jd(x))− γl(
←−
∂
j
δnn′ + igT
d
nn′A
jd(x))]ψn′(x)
+
1
8
∑
q
ψ¯n(x){γ
l, σpj}ψn(x)] + (antiquarks) ] (9)
where ~Ed ( ~Bd) is the chromo-electric (chromo-magnetic) field produced by the quarks plus
antiquarks in the system, Adν(x) is the color potential (Yang-Mills potential) produced by
the quarks plus antiquarks in the system, ~JYM ( ~Jq) is the gauge invariant total angular
momentum of the Yang-Mills field (quark) given by
JkYM =
∫
d3x ǫkpj xp [ ~Ed(t,x)× ~Bd(t,x)]j
Jkq =
∫
d3x [ǫkpj xp × [
1
2
ψ†n(x)[−i
−→
D
j
nl + i
←−
D
j
nl]ψl(x)] + ψ
†
l (x) Σ
k ψl(x)]. (10)
In the above Djkl[A] = δkl∂
j−igT dklA
jd(x), (antiquarks) represents the corresponding bound-
ary surface term for antiquarks,
∑
q represents sum over all the quarks in the system and q¯
6
represents antiquark. As mentioned above since isolated quarks and/or antiquarks are not
experimentally observed but the quarks and/or antiquarks are confined inside the hadron,
whenever we say the color field produced by the quarks and/or antquarks in this paper we
mean the color field inside the hadron.
Note that the boundary surface term in eq. (9) is non-zero if the boundary surface is at
the finite distance. Hence we need to find out whether the boundary surface term in eq. (9)
is zero or non-zero when the boundary surface is at infinite distance.
For confinement to happen one finds that the chromo-electric field energy density
~Ed(t,r)· ~Ed(t,r)
2
produced by the quarks and/or antiquarks can not fall faster than 1
r3
at long
distance which means the chromo-electric field ~Ed(t, r) produced by the quarks and/or an-
tiquarks can not fall faster than 1
r
3
2
. Note that this form of the chromo-electric field ~Ed(t, r)
produced by the quarks and/or antiquarks is consistent with the form of the chromo-electric
field ~Ed(t, r) produced by a single quark in the classical Yang-Mills theory which is not of
the form 1
r2
[12]. This is because if the chromo-electric field ~Ed(t, r) produced by a single
quark in the classical Yang-Mills theory becomes 1
r2
form then the color charge of the quark
becomes constant [12, 13] in which case the chromo-electric field ~Ed(t, r) produced by the
quarks and/or antiquarks becomes 1
r2
form [similar to the Maxwell theory] which can not
explain confinement. Hence one finds that because of the confinement, the chromo-electric
field ~Ed(t, r) produced by the quarks plus antiquarks can not fall faster than 1
r
3
2
which means
non-vanishing boundary surface term
∫
d3x ∂l[x
p[Ejd(x)Eld(x)− δlj
~Ed(x) · ~Ed(x)− ~Bd(x) · ~Bd(x)
2
]
+
∑
q
[xp
i
2
ψ¯n(x)[γ
l(δnn′
−→
∂
j
− igT dnn′A
jd(x))− γl(
←−
∂
j
δnn′ + igT
d
nn′A
jd(x))]ψn′(x)
+
1
8
∑
q
ψ¯n(x){γ
l, σpj}ψn(x)] + (antiquarks) ] 6= 0. (11)
Note that the non-vanishing boundary surface term in eq. (11) is different from the non-
vanishing boundary surface terms in [7, 8, 14, 15].
From eqs. (11) and (9) we find in the classical Yang-Mills theory
∑
q
d ~Jq
dt
+
∑
q¯
d ~Jq¯
dt
+
d ~JYM
dt
+
d ~Jflux
dt
= 0 (12)
where the non-vanishing gauge invariant angular momentum flux ~Jflux of all the quarks plus
antiquarks plus the color field (Yang-Mills field) in the system in the classical Yang-Mills
7
theory is given by
Jkflux = ǫ
kpj
∫
d4x ∂l[x
p[Ejd(x)Eld(x)− δlj
~Ed(x) · ~Ed(x)− ~Bd(x) · ~Bd(x)
2
]
+
∑
q
[xp
i
2
ψ¯n(x)[γ
l(δnn′
−→
∂
j
− igT dnn′A
jd(x))− γl(
←−
∂
j
δnn′ + igT
d
nn′A
jd(x))]ψn′(x)
+
1
8
∑
q¯
ψ¯n(x){γ
l, σpj}ψn(x)] + (antiquarks) ] 6= 0. (13)
In eq. (13) the time integral
∫
dt is indefinite integral but the volume integral
∫
d3x is definite
integral where
∫
d4x =
∫
dt
∫
d3x.
Unlike the gauge invariant total angular momentum ~JYM of the Yang-Mills field which can
not be split into spin plus orbital angular momentum parts due to non-vanishing boundary
surface term [7, 8] we can write for quark
~Jq = ~Lq + ~Sq, S
k
q =
∫
d3x ψ
†
l (x) Σ
k ψl(x),
Lkq =
∫
d3x ǫkpj xp × [
1
2
ψ†n(x)[−i
−→
D
j
nl + i
←−
D
j
nl]ψl(x)]. (14)
where ~Lq (~Sq) is the gauge invariant orbital (spin) angular momentum of the quark. Using
eq. (14) in (12) we find
∑
q
d~Sq
dt
+
∑
q
d~Lq
dt
+
∑
q¯
d~Sq¯
dt
+
∑
q¯
d~Lq¯
dt
+
d ~JYM
dt
+
d ~Jflux
dt
= 0 (15)
which means the total conserved angular momentum ~Jtotal of the system consisting of quarks
plus antiquarks plus the Yang-Mills field is given by
~Jtotal =
∑
q
~Sq +
∑
q
~Lq +
∑
q¯
~Sq¯ +
∑
q¯
~Lq¯ + ~JYM + ~Jflux. (16)
In the literature the total conserved angular momentum in the classical Yang-Mills theory
is assumed to be ~Sq + ~Lq + ~Sq¯ + ~Lq¯ + ~JYM which is valid if the boundary surface term
vanishes. However, as shown in eq. (11) the boundary surface term is non-zero in the
classical Yang-Mills theory which gives non-vanishing angular momentum flux Jflux, see eq.
(13). Hence we find that the non-vanishing angular momentum flux Jflux should be added
to ~Sq + ~Lq + ~Sq¯ + ~Lq¯ + ~JYM to obtain the total conserved angular momentum ~Jtotal of the
system in the classical Yang-Mills theory, see eq. (16).
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V. ANGULAR MOMENTUM FLUX CONTRIBUTION TO THE PROTON SPIN
IN QCD
In the classical Yang-Mills theory the fields are c-numbers but in QCD the fields are
operators. Hence extending eq. (15) from the classical Yang-Mills theory to QCD to study
the proton spin we find
∑
q
d < ~ˆSq >
dt
+
∑
q
d < ~ˆLq >
dt
+
∑
q¯
d < ~ˆS q¯ >
dt
+
∑
q¯
d < ~ˆLq¯ >
dt
+
∑
g
d < ~ˆJg >
dt
+
d < ~ˆJflux >
dt
= 0
(17)
where the hat means operators corresponding to respective terms in eq. (15) which are
obtained by replacing ψ, ψ¯, A→ ψˆ, ˆ¯ψ, Qˆ and the expectation < ... > is defined in eq. (2),
the symbol g stands for gluon and
∑
g means sum over all the gluons (hard and soft) present
inside the proton. Note that we have used the notation Qˆ for gluon field instead of Aˆ as we
use the notation A for the background field in the background field method of QCD which
is used to prove factorization of infrared (IR) and collinear divergences and renormalization
of ultra violet (UV) divergences in QCD at high energy colliders at all orders of coupling
constant [16]. The fields ψˆ, ˆ¯ψ, Qˆ are renormalized fields in in the renormalized QCD.
In section III we have shown that since the Yang-Mills theory is obtained by making anal-
ogy with the Maxwell theory by extending the U(1) gauge group to the SU(3) gauge group
we find that as far as the boundary surface term at infinity is concerned the QCD predicts
the same potential that is predicted by the classical Yang-Mills theory. This implies that
if the boundary surface term at infinity is non-zero in the classical Yang-Mills theory then
the corresponding boundary surface term at infinity is non-zero in QCD. The non-vanishing
boundary surface term at infinity in the classical Yang-Mills theory gives non-vanishing an-
gular momentum flux ~Jflux as given by eq. (13). Hence we find that the corresponding
non-vanishing boundary surface term at infinity in QCD the gives non-vanishing angular
momentum flux < ~ˆJflux > where
d < ~ˆJflux >
dt
6= 0. (18)
From eqs. (17) and (18) we find that the gauge invariant total conserved angular momentum
< ~ˆJ total > of all the quarks plus antiquarks plus gluons inside the proton is given by
< ~ˆJ total >=
∑
q
< ~ˆSq > +
∑
q
< ~ˆLq > +
∑
q¯
< ~ˆS q¯ > +
∑
q¯
< ~ˆLq¯ > +
∑
g
< ~ˆJg > + < ~ˆJflux > .
9
(19)
From eq. (19) we find
1
2
=
∑
q
< Sˆq > +
∑
q
< Lˆq > +
∑
q¯
< Sˆq¯ > +
∑
q¯
< Lˆq¯ > +
∑
g
< Jˆg > + < Jˆflux > (20)
which reproduces eq. (4).
Hence from eq. (20) we predict that the non-vanishing angular momentum flux contri-
bution of the partons in QCD should be added to the spin and angular momentum of the
partons to solve the proton spin crisis.
VI. ABSENCE OF NON-VANISHING BOUNDARY SURFACE TERM IN QCD
IN STUDY OF PROTON SPIN CRISIS IN LITERATURE IS NOT JUSTIFIED
In the section V we saw that there exists non-vanishing boundary surface term d<
~ˆJflux>
dt
in the angular momentum conservation equation in QCD in eq. (17) although the corre-
sponding boundary surface term in QED is zero. This is because the potential energy at
large distance r in QED is a decreasing function of r whereas the potential energy at large
distance r in QCD is an increasing function of r due to confinement, a phenomenon which
is absent in QED. Hence it is natural that this boundary surface term is zero in QED but
is non-zero in QCD due to confinement.
One may argue that relativistic quark models with confinement, e.g. the MIT bag,
correctly reproduce the angular sum-rule without any extra surface term contribution, see
e.g. [17–19], among others. One may also argue that there seems no need for the non-
zero boundary surface term found in this paper in realistic QCD motivated models with
confinement, which now do give a good description of the proton’s spin structure once pion
cloud effects are also included, see for example [17–19].
However, these arguments are not correct because QCD is the fundamental theory of
the nature whereas the relativistic quark models with confinement, e.g. the MIT bag and
the realistic QCD motivated models with confinement, see for example [17–19], are not
fundamental theory of the nature. Hence relativistic quark models with confinement, e.g.
the MIT bag and the realistic QCD motivated models with confinement, see for example
[17–19], are not same as QCD. Since QCD is the fundamental theory of the nature describing
the interaction between quarks and gluons, the spin of the proton from the spin and angular
10
momentum of quarks and antiquarks and gluons inside the proton should be studied from
the first principle by using the angular momentum conservation equation in QCD as given
by eq. (17). Hence we find that the study of the proton spin crisis in the literature, see for
example [1, 9, 17–19] (among others), which did not include the non-vanishing boundary
surface term < ~ˆJflux > in QCD in eq. (20) are not justified.
VII. ANGULAR MOMENTUM FLUX IN QCD AT INFINITE DISTANCE IS
NOT SAME AS THE ANOMALOUS GLUE CONTRIBUTION AT BJORKEN x = 0
Note that if the boundary surface term is at finite distance then the boundary surface
term is non-zero. We have found the non-vanishing boundary surface term d<
~ˆJflux>
dt
at infinite
distance in the angular momentum conservation equation in QCD in eq. (17) from the first
principle.
It is useful to mention here the aspects of the anomalous glue contribution at Bjorken x =
0 which arises from the gluon topology in the axial anomaly, see for example [19]. Note that
the spin dependent parton distribution functions are not measured experimentally at high
energy colliders at Bjorken x = 0. Similarly the spin dependent parton distribution functions
at high energy colliders at Bjorken x = 0 are not calculated by using non-perturbative QCD.
Hence in order to study the anomalous glue contribution at Bjorken x = 0 one needs to
study the non-perturbative QCD at Bjorken x = 0 which is not known. It is claimed in
the literature that the anomalous contribution to Sq associated with gluon topology and
the axial anomaly at Bjorken x = 0 cancels with a corresponding x = 0 term in the orbital
angular momentum since the total angular momentum is anomaly free [19, 20].
As far as the angular momentum flux in QCD and the anomalous glue contribution are
concerned it is necessary to mention here that the anomalous glue contribution is not same
as the angular momentum flux in QCD. This is because they have different field theoretical
expressions. The expression of the angular momentum flux in eqs. (13) and (18) in QCD is
obtained when the gluon lagrangian density is of the form [8]
Lgluon(x) = −
1
4
F bνλ(x)F
νλb(x), F bνλ(x) = ∂νQ
b
λ(x)− ∂λQ
b
ν(x) + gf
bdcQdν(x)Q
e
λ(x) (21)
whereas the anomalous glue contribution is obtained from the anomalous gluon lagrangian
11
density of the form [21]
Lanomalous gluon(x) ∝ g
2ǫνλµδF bνλ(x)F
b
µδ(x). (22)
The best way to see that the angular momentum flux in QCD is different from the anomalous
gluon contribution is to observe that there is no anomalous glue in the classical Yang-Mills
theory but there is non-zero angular momentum flux in the classical Yang-Mills theory.
Hence one finds that the angular momentum flux in QCD at infinite distance is not same as
the anomalous glue contribution at Bjorken x = 0. Therefore any conclusion drawn in the
anomalous glue and axial anomaly scenario at Bjorken x = 0 is not valid for the angular
momentum flux in QCD at the infinite distance.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The proton spin crisis remains an unsolved problem in physics. In this paper we have
found that due to the confinement of partons inside the hadron the angular momentum sum
rule in QCD is violated. Hence we have found that the non-vanishing angular momentum
flux contribution of the partons in QCD should be added to the spin and angular momentum
of the partons to solve the proton spin crisis.
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